Many successful attempts have been discussed and implemented in Arabic verb morphology but very few have discussed Arabic noun morphology, particularly for nouns that are not derived from verbs. Most verbs in the Arabic language follow fixed rules that define their morphology and generate their paradigms. Since nouns are not like verbs in the Arabic language, there is no fixed rule to define the morphological information and generate the morphology paradigms for them, instead each group of nouns follows its own pattern. In this paper we describe a new technique to resolve this complexity by classifying the nouns into different groups according to their patterns for singular, plural, masculine and feminine. A method is generated for each group to be used to find the morphological information and to form its paradigm and building a classifier system using a rule base that uses suffix analysis as well as pattern analysis to help the user to classify the nouns and identify the group that it belongs.
Introduction
A morphology system is the backbone of a natural language processing system. No application in this field can survive without a good morphology system to support it. The Arabic language has its own features that are not found in other languages. That is why many researchers have worked in this area. Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi [4] present an algorithm to extract the root and the pattern of a given Arabic word. The main concept behind the algorithm is to locate the position of the root's letters in the pattern and examine the letters in the same position in a given word to see whether the tri-graph forms a valid Arabic root or not. Al-Shalabi [5] developed a system that removes the longest possible prefix from the word where the three letters of the root must lie somewhere in the first four or well as emerging research in neurophysiology, to argue for the coexistence of phonological rules and lexical storage of English verb patterns.
We believe that further work in Arabic computational linguistics requires the development of a pattern bank for nouns. This paper describes the tool that we have built for this purpose. While the set of patterns for common nouns in Arabic may soon be established, newspapers and other dynamic sources of language will always contain new proper names, so we expect our tool to be a permanent part of our system, even though we may need it less often as time goes on (Abuleil and Evens [2] ).
Nouns in the Arabic Language
A noun in Arabic is a word that indicates a meaning by itself without being connected with the notion of time. There are two main kinds of nouns: variable and invariable. Variable nouns have different forms for the singular, dual, plural, masculine, feminine, diminutive, and relative. The diminutive type is formed by inserting the letter (ñ) after the second letter of a declined noun, in order to indicate paucity, contempt or affection, (e.g., àôÌ). Variable nouns are again divided into two kinds: inert and derived. The inert noun is not derived from another word, i.e., it does not refer to a verbal root. Inert nouns are divided into two kinds: concrete nouns (e.g., lion), and abstract nouns (e.g., love). Derived nouns are taken from another word (usually a verb) (e.g. office); they have a root to refer to. A derived noun is usually close to its root in meaning. It indicates, besides the meaning, the concrete thing that caused its formation (in the case of the agent-noun), or underwent its action (in the case of the patient-noun), or any other notions of time, place, or instrument. The following are the noun types (ElDahdah [9] ; Write [14] ):
A genus noun indicates what is common to every element of the genus without being specific to any one of them. It is the word naming a person, an animal, a thing or an idea. Examples are:
An agent noun is a derived noun indicating the actor of the verb or its behavior. It has several patterns according to its root. Example is:
±© person who studies A patient noun is a derived noun indicating the person or thing that undergoes the action of the verb. Patient nouns have several patterns depending in the verbal root. Example is:
±íªã thing that has been studied An instrument noun is a noun indicating the tool of an action. Some instruments are derived; some are inert. 
Noun Classification
In this paper we focus on the following nouns: genus nouns, agent nouns, instrument nouns, adjectives, relative nouns, proper adjectives (adjectives derived from proper nouns), and adverbs. Some of these nouns are not derived from verbs and some are. All of these nouns use the same pattern when it comes to the dual form either for masculine or feminine, but there are many patterns to form the plural noun. Some of the nouns have both masculine and feminine forms, some of them have just feminine forms and some have just masculine forms. A few nouns use the same letters for both the plural and the dual (e.g., aeô³ªã teachers used for both dual and plural). For most nouns, when they end with the letter (), this indicates the feminine form of the noun, sometimes it does not, but it changes the meaning of the noun completely (e.g., Üã office, Üã We have classified the nouns into 152 groups according to their patterns for singular, plural, masculine and feminine. We generated a method for each group to be used to find the morphological information and to form its paradigm. Very few of these groups have a unique pattern for plural and singular; and most of them share the same pattern with other groups. There are very few relative nouns that fail to follow these rules like the noun "®Ë" "Arab". Most of the paradigm follows the same rules but the masculine plural does not. The masculine plural for ò®Ë is ®Ë and not aeôô®Ë or åîô®Ë.
The System: ANCS
The system reads the next noun in the text, isolates and analyzes the suffixes of the noun, generates its pattern, and uses either the DB Checker Module and Classified Noun Table, the Suffix/Pattern Analysis or the Noun Classifier Module to find the group to which the noun belongs, to identify the rules that apply to this group, to generate all morphological paradigms with respect to the number and gender, and to update the database. The system consists of several modules as shown in Figure 1 . 
Database
The database consists of three tables: Classified Noun Table, Patterns Table and  Groups Table. The first table is dynamic while the other two tables are static, the first one contains 85 entries and the second one contains 152 entries. The Classified Noun Table contains each root noun, source noun (singular): masculine or feminine format of the noun and the number of the group to which the noun belongs. Each time the system identifies a new noun it adds its root to the Classified Noun Table. Each entry in The Pattern Table has a certain pattern and its code. Each entry in the Group Table contains information about one group: the group number, the code of the pattern for each one of the following: masculine singular, feminine singular, masculine plural and feminine plural represented in the group.
Noun morphology analyzer module
This is the core of the system, it calls different modules and performs different tasks to identify the noun and find its paradigm. First, it passes the noun to the suffix analyzer module to drop the suffix. Second, it passes to the pattern generator module to find the pattern. Third, it passes the noun and its pattern to the DB Checker Module to analyze the patterns and the paradigms to see if it is a classified noun or not. If yes, the module returns the name of the group to which it belongs. If the DB Checker Module cannot identify the group then the Morphology Analyzer Module passes the noun to the Noun Classifier Module to classify it and identify the group it belongs to. Finally, depending on the group that the noun belongs to, it generates the morphological paradigms for number and gender and updates the database. See Figure 2 .
Suffix analyzer module
This module identifies the suffix, analyzes it and produces some lexical information about the noun like the number and the gender. First, it checks if any pronoun is concatenated with the noun. Second, it checks for a suffix indicating the number. Third, it checks for a suffix indicating the gender. When the letter (ñ) comes at the end of the noun there are two cases: it could be a part of the noun so we should not drop it, or it could be an extra letter as in relative nouns or when the pronoun is connected to the noun and it should be dropped in this case. When the noun ends with the letters (aeó), most of the time this signifies a dual noun but sometimes it signifies both the plural and dual noun forms as in the following patterns: mfa9l, fa9l, mf9ull. Sometimes we have to check the pattern also to help in analyzing the suffix.
Most of the time when the noun ends with () this indicates it is a feminine plural. To change it to singular we drop the letters () and we replace them with () but in a few cases we just drop the letters () as in (ªã). Most of the time when the noun ends with the letters (å), this indicates that the noun is dual (åÌàã two playgrounds) but sometimes it indicates plural form as in (åû°Ï deer). We will handle these problems as special cases.
Pattern generator module
We have used El-Dahdah's [9] book to collect 85 different patterns including both masculine and feminine, singular and plural forms, after the suffix has been dropped (see Appendix A). We used these patterns to generate a set of rules to build a finite-state machine that can be used to find the pattern for any noun, see Table 3 . The input to this module is a noun after its suffix has been dropped in the previous step, the output is one or more patterns. If more than one pattern is found we validate the string by checking the root table. The letter (á), the letter 
Nouns of (6) letters
Nouns of (7) letters
sp: "space" no letter to insert *: Letter can be repeated () and the letter () at the beginning of the noun may sometimes be the first characters of the noun root (noun: Ùîàã "kings" -pattern: F9wL -root: Úàã), the letter (á) changed to (Ñ) in the pattern. Sometimes they are just extra letters (noun: ¡Ôã "key" -pattern: mF9al -root: ¢Ó), the letter (á) does not change to (Ñ) in the pattern. We collected tens of nouns that begin with the letters (á), () and () and saved them in a file to help us to distinguish between these two cases.
Database checker module
This module identifies any already classified noun or any noun derived from it. It gets the noun and its pattern from the Noun Morphology Analyzer Module, finds all groups that contain the pattern, finds the singular noun (masculine or feminine) in each group and uses it to check the Classified Noun Table. If the noun appears in our tables, it fetches the number of the group to which it belongs and passes it to the Noun Morphology Analyzer to generate the results. For example the noun (âËÄã restaurants) has the pattern (mfa9l). This pattern appears in three different groups. See Table 4 . The nouns formed from these patterns have the paradigms shown in Table 5 . If the noun itself "âÌÄã" or any noun derived from it "âËÄã åäÌÄã aeôäÌÄã" or any noun derived from it connected to a pronoun "âìäËÄã aeìäÌÄã èôäÌÄã" has been previously checked and classified by the system we will find its noun root (singular noun) in the Classified Noun Table. The module will find the root (singular masculine) "âÌÄã" in the table and will get its group number "2" and pass it to Noun Morphology Analyzer to find the noun paradigms.
In a few cases when we check the noun to find out to which group it belongs we may end up with an ambiguous situation. One singular noun may have two or more plural form and each has a different meaning. This is because the noun is given without vowels. To solve this problem we use the algorithm shown in Figure 3 . Table " Generate all scenarios". Identify the group number for each case.
If the noun is singular then

Look up the noun: Find all matches in the Nouns
If the noun is plural then
Look up the group number: find the group number for valid singular noun. Example 1: Input: ³ªã (singular noun) has two meanings, either a school or a teacher (feminine). In the Nouns table we will find two matches and we will consider them both. See Table 6 . Step#1: Find all groups contains the pattern "mfa9l". mfa9l is the pattern for the noun ±ªã. See Table 7 .
Step#2: Use the Noun Table to validate the nouns "singular nouns". See Table 8 .
Step#3: Find the group number for valid singular noun. See Table 9 . 
Noun classifier module
This module gets the noun and its pattern from the noun morphology analyzer module. It finds all alternatives (groups) that contain the pattern and provides the user with these groups to choose one of them to reduce the number of alternatives to one. Example:
Input: The noun (Êó¸ã projects) /
The pattern: ÞôËÔã mFa9eL
Process:
Step #1: Identify the groups: each group in Table 10 contains the pattern "ÞôËÔã".
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Step #2: Find the noun of each pattern in each group. See Table 11 .
Step #3: Ask the user to pick the right group. Based on the user's selection classify the new noun.
Step #4: Update the database. Add a new entry to the Nouns Table. The singular masculine noun Éí®¸ã "project" is stored in the noun field and the group's number "3" is stored in the group field. 
Interface module
This graphical user interface allows the user to interact with the system and handles the input/output. This module displays a main menu with two main options:
• Find the morphological information for the paradigm.
• Form a noun.
For the first option, if the noun is classified then the morphological information for this paradigm is provided, otherwise the system provides the user with the options to pick a paradigm to classify the noun. Then it provides the user with the information. Example:
Input: è³ªã Output: Noun: (masculine -singular) ±ªã / Number: Singular/Gender: masculine/Person: 1st -singular -masculine/feminine Table 12 shows the paradigms of the noun "±ªã". Table 13 shows the paradigms of the noun "±ªã" connected to the pronouns. Table 13 . The paradigms of the noun "±ªã" connected to the pronouns. For the second option in the menu, the system gets some information from the user about the noun: noun root, gender, number and person. Then the system forms the new noun paradigm accordingly.
Examples: 
Examples
The following example shows how the system works. Assume that the input is the noun (âìªã their female trainer), first the system calls the suffix analyzer module to drop the suffix letter (pronoun: their) at the end (âë + ªã), replaces the letter () with the letter (). Then, it generates the noun (ªã trainer) and provides some lexical information about the noun. Second, it passes the noun (ªã trainer) to the pattern generator module to generate the pattern (mf9l@). Third, it checks the group table looking for this pattern (mf9l@). Fourth, if more than one group is found it uses the Database Checker Module to check the Classified Noun Tables 14 and 15 . Table 16 shows more examples of how the system works.
Other Problems the System Addresses and Solves
Since our system classifies nouns according to which group they belong to, it can help other systems to obtain more accurate results. Pattern Generator System: When the noun starts with , á or it is often difficult to determine whether to start the pattern of the noun with one of these letters or with the letter Ñ. Our system helps the pattern system to find the answer by validating the noun.
Example: ®ôã prince To form the pattern for this noun we have two choices: to start the pattern with either () "ÞÌÓ" or (Ñ) "ÞôÌÓ". By checking and validating the root of the noun for each pattern "®ã" or "®ôã" using the Nouns Table, the system chooses the pattern "ÞôÌÓ".
Tokenizer System: When the noun starts with ñ, Ñ, Ý, etc., we do not know whether we are looking at an article or preposition concatenated at the front or a valid part of the noun. The system resolves the problem by validating the noun using both the Noun Table and the Group Table. Example: ±®Ó horse
The letter (Ñ) at the beginning of the noun may indicate one of two things: it may be part of the noun or it may be an article or a preposition concatenated at the front of the word. Our system validates the noun by checking the Classified Nouns Table and the Groups Table. If the noun table is found in the Nouns Table the system finds that the letter (Ñ) at the beginning of the noun (±®Ó) is not an add-on and determines that we should not drop it.
Stemmer System: The letters ñ, Ù, å, etc., at the end of the word indicates one of two cases: these letters may be part of the noun or they may be articles or possessive pronouns concatenated with the word. Our system helps the stemmer to determine if the suffix is part of the noun or an add-on by validating the noun using Classified Nouns Table. Example: åû°Ï deer
The letter (å) at the end of the noun may indicate two different things. It may be either part of the noun or an extra letter like "å" in the noun "åÌàã" (two playgrounds). Our system validates the noun "åû°Ï" by checking the Classified Noun Table and the Groups Table, finds that the letters (å) are part of the noun, and keeps them.
Results
To test our system we used nouns obtained from the newspaper Al-Raya, published in Qatar. We have implemented the system by using Visual Basic and MS-Access. We have tested each module in our system: the Suffix Analyzer Modules, the Pattern Generator Module, the Database Checker Module, the Classifier Module and the Noun Morphology Module. Table 17 shows the result of testing the system on 7000 nouns. We classified 592 different nouns as either singular-masculine or singular-feminine.
As shown in Table 17 there were 329 failures because of incorrect suffix analysis due to the different problems maintained in Sec. 4.3, and 252 failures due to either missing patterns or the wrong form of patterns for foreign nouns as described in Sec. 4.4. These missing patterns have now been added. The suffix analysis problem is hard to correct because it arises from underlying ambiguities. The whole system as one unit including all the modules processed 93.7% of the nouns correctly and missed 6.3%. If the noun has been classified previously the system does not have any problem in identifying it and identifying any noun derived from it. Our system solves a lot of these problems as we explained in Sec. 6. The Noun Classifier Module found most of the nouns that the Database Checker Module failed to identify. We have grouped the nouns found in the documents, 700 in each group. Figure 4 shows the number of nouns identified by the Database Checker Module, the number of nouns identified by the Noun Classifier Modules and the number of nouns that the system failed to identify. Figure 2 demonstrates that as the system gains more knowledge and adds more nouns to the Classified Noun Table, the percentage of the nouns found by the Database Checker Module increases and the percentage of the nouns identified by Noun Classifier Modules decreases.
To test the efficiency of the system in terms of speed, we ran it on a Pentium machine with the following specifications (speed: 750 MHz, memory: 128 MB, operating system: Win 2000). The average time for each module independently and the average time for the whole system including all the modules (affix, pattern, database checker) is shown in Table 18 . 
Conclusion
We have built a learning system that utilizes user feedback to identify the nouns in the Arabic language, obtain their features and generate their paradigms with respect to number and gender. We tested the system on 7000 nouns from newspaper text. The system identified (6559) 93.7% of them, 91.5% by using the Database Checker Module and the Classified Noun Table and 8 .5% by using Noun Classifier Module. The system failed on 6.3% of the tested nouns. The system classified and added 592 new different nouns to the database.
Future Research
The vowels in the Arabic language create many big problems, the absence of those vowels may change the meaning of the words completely and make it difficult to distinguish between them. Some nouns in Arabic language like (³ªã) have the same sequence of letters but with a different set of vowels.
We have two fundamentally different words, homonyms which represent two different concepts and which belong to two different groups with different paradigms.
³ªã "m(u)d(a)r(i)s@" female teacher ³ªã "m(a)dr(a)s@" school Some nouns use the same letters but use different vowels to form both the dual form and the plural form of the noun. Example:
Teacher (dual) aeô³ªã
No vowel "shada" above the letter (ñ). Teacher (plural) ã aeô³ª
The vowel "shada" above the letter (ñ).
When the letter (ñ) comes at the end of the noun as an extra letter it is hard to tell if it represents a pronoun òËä "my meeting" or it is added to form a relative noun òËä "socialized". For these problems our system gives all the possibilities but we need a good grammar to help us to identify the meaning of the word and to clear the ambiguity. Another problem involves the special letters (, ï, í, ñ) in the Arabic language. When we form plural nouns or singular nouns that include one of these letters most of the time we need to map it into another form from the same list. The question is how to change it in each case. Examples: 
